PARTY CONFIDENTIAL
Carolina Roberts’ Smashing Circus Soirée

CHICEST SUMMER EVER
Beauty, Style & Taste Experts Galore

YOU DIDN’T! YOU DID!
Gleaming Gifts For Mom, Dad & Grad

SHAKE YOUR GROOVE THING
How The Social Season Really Rocks Today
26. CONTRIBUTE
It takes a village to create this magazine and our
digital media platform at TheSocietyDiaries.
com. Here’s a look at some of the many talented
dynamos who make it happen.

30. EDIT
Editor-in-Chief and Creative Director Lance
Avery Morgan is more than ready for the
shimmering summer ahead with a look at some
of the fun that reflects it so well.

32. CURATE
Looking for more culture? We are, always. Take
a look at some of our state’s finest museums in the
country, according to our active arts arbiter
Jonathan Spindel.

36. BEAUTIFY
Our beauty insider Ana Bribiesca has her eye
on these picks to prettify your essence as the
temperature heats up.

40. SEEK
This great big fabulous world, according to on-the-
go guy, Jonathan Spindel, has all the international
happenings to enjoy that we recommend.

42. RECALL
The 70s weren’t all golden, according to humorist
scribe Fran Lebowitz, as she shares that, and other
worldly musings with our invertebrate pop culture
seeker Lance Avery Morgan.

46. INDULGE
Birds of a feather always flock stylishly together.
Take flight with our sensational style editor Tori
Johnson who shares some of her favorite light and
breezy must-haves.

48. BEHAVE
Our Ms. Modern Manners Sharon Schweitzer,
JD is at the rescue for all your good behavior
conundrums as you forge ahead this summer
toward more continued social success.

50. SAVOR
Sensational appetizers and sumptuous cocktails are
perfect in keeping your cool, according to our new
cuisine contributor Josie Rees.

54. ATTUNE
Women’s friendships can go from breezy to complicated
in life. That’s why our lifestyle contributor Amy
Edwards is on board to navigate the sometimes choppy
waters that might occur with them.

56. RAISE
Dr. Miranda Fernande Walichowski, our trusty family
relationship expert, explores how we can all expand our
horizons more.

58. READ
We’re an open book around here. That’s how we can
present the very best of summer’s global style of the
best coffee table books around.

60. DISCOVER
So much activity in Dallas is great for the entire state.
Our favorite style setter Cynthia Smoot chronicles the
best of it.

62. VIEW
Lookin’ good in the neighborhood, be it Côte d’Azur,
Florence or floating in the Caribbean...with these new
summer shades we look forward to wearing, thanks to
yesterday’s stylish icons who inspire us.

66. PROMOTE
A fresh look at the events, people places, and things that
are happening across the state this month.

78. CELEBRATE
Galveston’s Mardi Gras is the setting for a festive gath-
ering that’s long on tradition.
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THE VERY BEST EVENTS ACROSS TEXAS & BEYOND

SPECTATE
86. TEXAS
The Texas Cultural Trust Texas Medal of Arts Awards

ENTRANCE

88. SAN ANTONIO
The New Witte Museum gala

90. HOUSTON
The Women of Distinction gala

92. AUSTIN
The Bob Bullock State History Museum gala

94. DALLAS
The Fashion Group International event

96. SAN ANTONIO
The McNay Museum gala

98. AUSTIN
The Texas Film Awards gala

100. SAN ANTONIO
The Gardenia & Musical Club luncheon

ARRIVAL

132. HOUSTON
The March of Dimes luncheon

134. SAN ANTONIO
The World Affairs Council event

136. AUSTIN
The Helping Hand For Children’s gala

138. SAN ANTONIO
The Pi Phi luncheon

140. DALLAS
The Symphony of Chefs event

142. AUSTIN
The Rise School luncheon

ARRANGE

144. Laura Villagran-Johnson and Kevin Smothers of AustinSocialPlanner.com have canvassed the state for all the stellar events for you to attend this season.
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HAVE A SWELL SUMMER

As your social scene winds down for the summer, plan your perfect jaunt to discover new extravagance. *Our globe-trotting style seeker Jonathan Spindel* leads the way to world class vacations, global art collecting, the world’s finest dining and more.

**DRESSING LA DIVINA**

Known for playing her passionate opera performances, personal style, and dramatic love life, Maria Callas frequently wore extraordinary pieces designed by some of her era’s top designers. Now you can explore her sartorial collection in this exhibition in Milan, where her collection of bespoke masterpieces is on display. At AgenziaDelContemporaneo.com

**LUXE AQUA TAXI**

Lake Austin Spa & Resort’s new luxury watercraft creates the ultimate arrival experience through the Texas Hill Country from downtown Austin or the 360 Bridge (or private residence) to the shores of the luxe spa. Available to both day and overnight guests, the boat captain greets guests at a specified location for a beautiful and scenic arrival experience on the water. At LakeAustin.com

**NAUTICAL BY NATURE**

With the perfect blend of southern charm and all the luxury amenities, the Beach Club at Charleston Harbor Resort & Marina offers incredible views, sailing experiences, and a fresh new side of Charleston you’ve never seen before. At CharlestonHarborResort.com

**TERRIFICALLY TATE**

The Tate Modern in London presents a series of art experiences paired with wine tastings selected by their in-house sommelier. It kicks off with California wines in honor of the current exhibition of David Hockney paintings of the Hollywood Hills. At Tate.org.uk

**ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE**

Astonishing photographs taken during the recording of All You Need Is Love are on display and for sale at the Proud Gallery in Chelsea, London. These rare photographs capture a key moment in cultural history and would make a great addition to any collection. At ProudOnline.co.uk

**AL FRESCO AMBIANCE**

Looking for the next breathtaking Parisian spot? This spring and summer, the Four Seasons Hotel George V presents a series of Michelin-starred feasts, featuring chefs from a selection of Paris’ finest restaurants. Seatings are limited, so claim yours today. At FourSeasons.com/Paris